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Home Owner

1234 Inspection Drive, Greenville, SC

Inspection Details
Dear Client,

Thank you for choosing Building Solutions LLC to perform your inspection. The goal of this
inspection and report is to place you in a better position to make an informed decisions of the
maintenance, health and safety aspects of your property you are purchasing. As a nationally certified
energy rater we will provide you with energy efficiency tips that may be implemented as needed as
an added benefit. This report is a general guide and provides you with objective information to equip
you with the information to help you make your own evaluation of the overall condition of the property
and is not intended to reflect the value of the property, or to make and representation as to the
advisability of your purchase. Not all improvements will be identified during this inspection.
Unexpected repairs should still be anticipated. This is not a guarantee or warranty of any kind.

Building Solutions LLC endeavors to perform all inspection in substantial compliance with the
Standards of Practice of the American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI). As such ,we inspect the
readily accessible, visually observed, installed systems and components of the property being
inspected as designated in the ASHI Standards except as may be noted in the "limitations of
Inspections" sections with in this report. This Property Inspection Report contains observations of
systems and components that , in the professional and experienced judgement of this ASHI certified
inspector, are not functioning properly, significantly deficient, unsafe, are at the end of life service. If
the cause for the deficiency is not readily apparent , the suspected cause or reason why the system
or component is at the near end of expected life is reported, and recommendations for correction or
monitoring are made as necessary. When systems or components designated in the ASHI
Standards are present but are not inspected, the reason(s) the item was not inspected will be
described in reporting as well. Use link to obtain the ASHI standards or practice
www.homeinspector.org/Standards-of-Practice. This defines the scope of a property inspection.
Clients sometimes assume that a property inspection will include many things that are beyond the
structure recording the conditions on a given date or time.

Inspectors cannot predict future behavior, and as such, we cannot be responsible for things that
occur after the inspection date and time. If conditions change, we are available and recommend an
updated report of as needed. The report has been prepared for your exclusive use, as our client. No
use by third parties is intended. We will not be responsible to any parties for the contents of the
report, other than the party named herein. The report itself is copyrighted, and may not be used in
whole or part with out Building Solutions LLC express written permission.

Again Building Solutions would like to thank you for your trust in our experienced ability for the
opportunity to preform this inspection for you. We are available to you through the entire real estate
transaction process. Should you have any questions please feel free to contact us by email at
buddy.buildingsolutions@gmail.com or call us at (864)350-7382.
Sincerely,
Buddy Delozier
Building Solutions, SC LLC
ASHI Certified # 253307
South Carolina License # 1065 since 1983
Buddy DeLozier
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USE OF PHOTOS: Your report includes photographs. Some pictures are intended as a courtesy and
are added for your information. Some are to help clarify where the inspector has been, what was
looked at, and the condition of the system or component at the time of the inspection. Some of the
pictures may be of deficiencies or problem areas, these are to help you better understand what is
documented in this report and may allow you see areas or items that you normally would not see.
Not all problem areas or conditions will be supported with photos.
TEXT COLOR SIGNIFICANCE:
GREEN text: Denotes general/descriptive comments refer to energy efficient and sustainability
related items to help you understand your home and give you ideas to help increase your homes
comfort and indoor air quality.
BLUE text: Denotes observations and information regarding the condition of the systems and
components of the home. These include comments of deficiencies which are less than significant; or
comments which further expand on a significant deficiency; or comments of recommendations,
routine maintenance, tips, and other relevant resource information.
RED text: Denotes ACTION ITEMS a brief comment of significant deficient components or conditions
which need relatively quick attention, repair, or replacement. These comments are also duplicated in
the Report Summary page(s).
COMMENT KEY or DEFINITIONS:
"INSPECTED": I visually inspected the item, system, or component and if no other comment is
made, then it appeared to be functioning a intended -- allowing for normal wear and tear.
"NOT INSPECTED": I did not inspect this item, system, or component and make no representation of
whether or not it was functioning as intended and will state a reason for not inspecting.
"NOT PRESENT": This item, system, or component is not in this home or building.
"REPAIR AS NEEDED": I recommend that the item, system, or component be repaired or replaced
and suggest a second opinion or further inspection by a qualified contractor or individual.
"SAFETY CONCERN": A condition, system or component that is considered harmful or dangerous
due its presence or absence.
"RECOMMEND": Denotes the inspectors suggestion to perform or professional builder advice on
how to.
"MAINTENANCE": Recommendations for the proper operation and routine maintenance of the
home.
"IMPROVE": Denotes improvements which are recommended but not required. These may be items
identified for upgrade to modern construction and safety standards.
Buddy DeLozier
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1. Inspection Type
Observations:
• Standard ASHI (American Society of Home Inspectors) inspection process and reporting.

Structure Exterior
1. Elevation Location
Materials: Single family Two story on Crawl space type foundation area. 4 bedroom(s)4.5 bath(s) Attached 2 car
garage . • Detached garage, designated Out building!!
Observations:
• Elevations noted.

Front Elevation

Right Elevation

Rear Elevation

Grounds
The grounds of the property or the topography refers to all things outside of the home or building.
Our inspection includes reviewing items as they appear at the time of the inspection. Building
Solutions examines the grade, driveway, walkway, decking, fencing for health and safety along with
wear and tear for the potential buyer or client. Inspectors shall also inspect adjacent or entryway
walkways, patios, and driveways; vegetation, grading, surface drainage, and retaining walls that are
likely to adversely affect the building. Notations are made regarding water, sewer, septic and gas
locations and or testing. Out buildings, unless previously agreed, are not typically included in this
inspection but will be acknowledged.
1. Grading/Drainage
Observations:
• FYI: When Mulching keep away from exterior fenestrations (lowest points on exterior wall to subfloor materials) and or
at vents or weep holes keeping 3-6 inches in areas around your structure. It is important to keep this clearance from
and ground cover to your bottom side of exterior fenestration material for drainage to help prevent rot or hydrostatic
pressure on structure and insect access.
• The exterior drainage is generally away from foundation -- except where it may be noted otherwise in report.
• FYI: Lot grading and drainage have a significant impact on the building, simply because of the direct and indirect
damage that moisture can have on the foundation. It is very important, therefore, that surface runoff water be
adequately diverted away from the building. Lot grading should slope away and fall a minimum of one (1) inch every
foot for a distance of six (6) feet around the perimeter of the building. This should be maintained.
• While performance of lot drainage and water handling systems may appear serviceable at the time of inspection, the
inspector cannot always accurately predict this performance as conditions constantly change. Furthermore, items such
as leakage in downspout/gutter systems are very difficult to detect during dry weather. Inspection of foundation
performance and water handling systems, therefore, is limited to visible conditions and evidence of past problems.
• Grade appears to be sloping toward the structure negatively, repair at left of front porch, confirm drain pipe is
positively sloped for drainage.

2. Retaining wall Condition
Materials: Stone and soil type structure.
Observations:
• Appears to be in good condition at time of inspection. Monitor weeps holes or drains.

Buddy DeLozier
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3. Vegetation Observations
Observations:
• Maintenance: Prune or remove any plants that are in contact or proximity to home to eliminate pathways of wood
destroying insects.
• Maintenance Tip: When landscaping, keep plants, even at full growth, at least a foot (preferably 18 inches) from
house siding, windows and any mechanical equipment. Keep trees away from foundation and roof. Plants in contact
or proximity to home can provide pathways for wood destroying insects, as well as abrade and damage siding, screens
and roofs. Unless HOH maintained.
• Trim trees and scrubs that are in contact or close proximity to homes roof or exterior walls, as branches may abrade
roofing or exterior and only will add to moisture levels to exterior fenestrations and or under home blocking static
ventilation.
-An 18 inch walkway around entire perimeter is recommended.

4. Driveway and Walkway Condition
Materials: Some Walkway(s) made up of natural stone. • Gravel drive noted with curbing.
Observations:
• Monitor potential trip hazards at walkway and landscape step areas.

5. Wood type deck conditions
Observations:
• Wooden decks noted
• MAINTENANCE: Whether treated or not, it is important to keep a wood deck surface free of all forms of fungal growth
and debris that retains moisture and will cause the deck to eventually rot on both sides of material. Recommend
cleaning and resealing the deck annually. Cleaning can be accomplished by scrubbing the deck with a sodiumhypochlorite (bleach) and Tri-Sodium-Phosphate (TSP) deck wash and then rinsing with a pressure washer. Finally, a
wood deck should be recoated with a high quality deck sealant.
• Lag bolts at ledger board not visible or accessible under main deck area.
• Repair decking materials where buckled or lifted and set all nails.

Lags are installed in a W pattern from what could
be observed.

Buddy DeLozier

Lattice noted but no access was observed.
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Repair decking materials where nails are lifted and boards are cupped at right rear deck

6. Wood deck handrail conditions
Observations:
• Spindles or pickets spacing exceeds the 3 3/4 inch spacing which is considered safe by today’s child safety standards
at right rear deck

Main deck decking replaced

Spindles or pickets spacing exceeds the 3 3/4 inch spacing which is
considered safe by today’s child safety standards and current code, deck
should have been permitted and reviewed.

7. Concrete Deck or porch areas
Observations:
• Concrete stoop at Frontwere observed but install and design was not observed. Monitor slope.
• Expansion cracks observed and or fairly typical for materials used, Monitor!
• Good Condition Gently sloped toward drain area

noted drain at front deck and sloped well

8. Enclosed Patio and Porch Condition
Materials: Enclosed or covered porch areas located at Front and rear area(s) • The patio/porch roof is the same as
main structure. • Wood or Bead board ceiling material. • Screening appears in tact and as always needs maintained
rear porch.
Observations:
• Note: No major system safety or function concerns noted at time of inspection.

Buddy DeLozier
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9. Fence Condition
Materials: Wrought iron or Aluminum
Observations:
• Appeared serviceable at time of inspection. Did not test or verify permanence or stability.

10. Sprinklers
Observations:
• FYI: Home is equipped with an underground sprinkler system. The inspector recommends client consult with home
owner for operation instructions and proper winterizing information. If further information on system or testing is
required consult with irrigation specialists.
• Recommend: Review all sprinkler head locations, run times and spray area. They should not spray exterior of
Structure. If after test they appear to be adding to moisture under at foundation or under structure through both
hydrostatic pressure this should be addressed. We do not verify or confirm sprinkler systems total adequacy, if further
review is desired we recommend you hire an expert for a full review.
• The sprinkler system operates with a control panel located in garage

The sprinkler system operates with a control panel located in garage

11. Out building Condition
Materials: Rear of lot area
Observations:
• Out buildings and sheds are typically excluded from this report.
• Review all pictures attached for any significant issus in this area.
• Always recommend to clean flues or chases.

Covered fireplace picnic area noted

Buddy DeLozier

Recommend to clean fireplace chases prior to use.
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Foundation
This report describes the foundation, floor, wall, ceiling and roof structures and the method used to
inspect any accessible under floor crawlspace areas. Inspectors inspect and probe the structural
components of the home, including the foundation and framing, where deterioration is suspected or
where clear indications of possible deterioration exist. Probing is not done when doing so will
damage finished surfaces or when no deterioration is visible or presumed to exist. Inspectors are not
required to offer an opinion as to the structural adequacy of any structural systems or components or
provide architectural services or an engineering or structural analysis of any kind. Despite all efforts,
it is impossible for a home inspection to provide any guaranty that the foundation, and the overall
structure and structural elements of the building is sound.
1. Access
Materials:
• FYI: Exterior access door(s) noted.
Observations:
• Located at Rear
• Wood hinged access door noted with latch for potential lock.

2. Termite, insect and rodent treatment
Materials:
• A termite bate system is installed, recommend to maintain for the life of the home.
• Termite baiting employs a very different approach. With baits, small amounts of material are deployed like edible
"smart missiles" to knock out populations of termites foraging in and around the structure. Foraging termites consume
the bait and share it with their nestmates, resulting in a gradual decline in termite numbers. Some baits may even
eradicate entire termite colonies. A comprehensive baiting program then seeks to maintain a termite-free condition on
the customer's property through ongoing inspection, monitoring and re-baiting as needed.
• Subterranean termite infestations can go undetected for years, hidden behind walls, floor coverings, and other
obstructions. Over time, significant damage can result. The cryptic nature and tenacious foraging habits of these
insects also pose a challenge to control efforts. Unlike other services such as plumbing or electrical work, termite
control involves living creatures. Traditional treatments may fail at times, underscoring the need for other forms of
management.

Observations:
• Review with previous client or current on who is holding the actual bond on any potential retreatment performed.
• Termites are extremely prevalent in South Carolina. It is always recommended to have your structure reviewed for
potential termites or damage from past termite infestation and activity. It is not if you have termites it is when will you
have them.
• IMPROTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS: Request copy of active Bond or termite information or have home inspected by a
licensed termite inspector and provide CL 100 as needed. If bonded maintain bond yearly there is usually a fee
involved. Anniversary date is typically the date the spray was applied it is up to YOU the buyer to renew.

Bait system noted around perimeter

Buddy DeLozier
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3. Crawl space floor/Moisture
Observations:
• Vapor barrier is installed at time of inspection.
• Due to higher than normal moisture levels in floor joists for time of year add a Vapor barrier on bare earth was present
but not completely covering all bare earth at time of inspection, properly repair to help control moisture levels in
crawlspace during summertime or rainy seasons along with some ventilation strategies listed under foundation venting
in this report.
OR
Encapsulation may be warranted but the drainage issue still needs addressed at rear.
Install practices:
"Repair the 6 mil or better poly barrier installed over lapping by 6 inches and staked or taped to prevent movement.
This vapor barrier should extend up each interior column by 12 inches and taped then turned up exterior walls by 6
inches."

HIgh humidity noted in crawl, lack of static
ventilation.

Higher than normal moisture issues noted.

Due to higher than normal moisture levels in floor
joists for time of year add a Vapor barrier on bare
earth was present but not completely covering all
bare earth at time of inspection, properly repair to
help control moisture levels in crawlspace during
summertime or rainy seasons. Install practices:
"Repair the 6 mil or better poly barrier installed
over lapping by 6 inches and staked or taped to
prevent movement. This vapor barrier should
extend up each interior column by 12 inches and
taped then turned up exterior walls by 6 inches."

Insulation condensating under living area, review static ventilation strategy, consider encapsulation by a professional.

4. Drainage
Observations:
• No drainage system was noted or observed as installed at the time of the inspection.
• No standing water was noted in crawlspace or basement area at time of inspection.
• Noted high water marks on wall areas from poor drainage, noted heavy moisture at rear of building in crawlspace on
wood and insulation.
• Add drain area inside of crawl prior to install of a secured vapor barrier.

Buddy DeLozier
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Noted high water marks on wall areas from
potential poor drainage rear of home.

Noted high water marks on wall areas from
potential poor drainage under master, consider
drainage system.

5. Walls
Materials: Note: Combination brick and block foundation. • Note: Block walls with 8X8X16 inch CMU type material. •
Note: Brick veneer walls or skirting noted around perimeter.
Observations:
• Penetrations were noted and should be sealed to prevent rodents, or exterior drainage from entering crawlspace area,
recommend to use Hydraulic concrete or NP1. No Rodents were evident at time of inspection. Review all wall opening
and around pipes at both HVAC and plumbing line entry or exit points.

Seal at all penetrations through or open on foundation walls completely.

Seal at all penetrations through or open on foundation walls completely
right side at units.

6. Venting Condition
Materials: Foundation wall vents were noted. Most were Open at the time of inspection.
Observations:
• Vents appears operable. Recommend to improve by using vents which auto close in winter. Not to mention that when
they are fully open they have a larger area to help vent than the traditional vertical type vents which are 50% closed
when open.
• Review and repair: Static ventilation does not appear sufficient for the area per one and two family CABO code
standards. 144 Square inches for every 100 square feet of area is the standard. This is referring to actual opening area
not vents rough size installed.
• Vent wells noted but need cleaned out and maintained. Add 3 to 6 inches of gravel below openings left front side
• Vent wells need to be added at vents closer than 3-6 inches of gravel below opening of bottom of vent left side

Vent wells noted but need cleaned out and maintained. Add 3 to 6 inches of Vent wells need to be added at vents closer than 3-6 inches of gravel below
gravel below openings front left
opening of bottom of vent left side of home

Buddy DeLozier
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7. Framing
Observations:
• Most2X8 floor joists noted at 16 Inch on Centerwith dbl or triple 2X10girder system.
• Noted fungi and the presents of certain molds on framing under home, Monitor moisture levels currently good even
with recent rains. Molds will not typically grow with out moisture levels beyond 20 % in wood of subfloor framing.
• Heavy moisture noted on girder under family room at dead air space and area where water may stand longer than is
should, resolve moisture issue in crawl space and retest.

Fungi noted on framing materials of sub flooring. This appears to be active
due to current moisture levels in the framing materials, it is recommended
to reduce the moisture levels and clean properly as needed and monitor.
Bora Care is recommended to help remediate all affected joists and rim
boards. Monitor moisture levels with better drainage practices, using vapor
barrier and or better ventilation strategies.

GIrder under family area damp and extremely high moisture content

8. Piers
Observations:
• CMU piers observed.
• Piers footing where probed at time of inspection at areas of concern, footers were identified but not fully reviewed.

9. Insulation
Observations:
• Noted: Batted R 19 insulation.
• Insulation was noted missing or down and needs replaced in some areas of crawl and should be repaired to original
system design and for improved energy efficiency. Remember insulation not making conduction with subfloor is not
effective insulation.

Repair insulation no conduction in areas. Review installation instructions
provided by manufacturer and follow proper pinning or securing instructions
of insulation to prevent insulation from falling out of openings. Insulation
that is not making contact between batt and subfloor is not doing it job. This
may be adding to the moisture issues as well and by allowing the humid air
to lay between flooring substrate and batting material of insulation.

Insulation missing or fallen in areas of crawl space, repair.

Exterior Areas
In accordance with the ASHI© Standards of Practice pertaining to Exteriors, this report describes the
exterior wall coverings and trim. Inspectors are required to inspect the exterior wall coverings,
flashing, trim, all exterior doors, the stoops, steps porches and their associated railings, any attached
decks and balconies and eaves, soffit and fascia’s accessible from ground level.
Page 10 of 76
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1. Doors
Observations:
• FYI: Front Exterior door(s) appear to be Wood.
• Maintain: doors that area solid stained wood door. Although some door(s) are sheltered somewhat yearly
maintenance is necessary to keep the integrity of door in tack. These doors should be cleaned and lightly sanded then
using a proper sealant resealed two or more coats to help preserve the wood.
• FYI: MostExterior doors are Wood with Metal clading doors.
• FYI: Some Exterior doors sills have adjustable sills. These should be adjusted as needed and depending on the
season.
• MAINTENANCE: Weather stripping on exterior doors can tend to become compressed in time. We recommend that
you monitor this and replace the weather stripping when it feels drafty or when the door is not as tight when closed
against the jamb. This is a great way to help maintain good indoor air quality and stop outdoor air from entering your
home and will help with your energy efficiency.
• Maintain all wood trims or jambs connected to concrete or metal by cleaning, caulking and painting to help preserve
and extend there life. Remember to no caulk on top of older caulk, always remove existing caulk and clean properly
before applying new sealant
• Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at most metal doors are front and rear. Clean out old sealant and
professionally repair.

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
master bedroom doors

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at family Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at front
room doors
area off foyer

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
master bedroom doors

Maintain: Reseal at door jamb and or molding to
protect from deterioration.

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at foyer Adjust door or latch foyer door difficult to latch and Reseal around door to brick and or trims where
metal doors
use deadbolt.
separated at right rear bedroom

Buddy DeLozier
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Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
breakfast doors

Adjust or Repair door(s) at breakfast room

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
master.

Noted damp sheathing under foyer dbl metal doors, repair or seal at sill and or properly flash

2. Window Condition
Observations:
• FYI: Most windows areVinyl Double paine or insulated Casement type window unit(s).
• MOST Components appeared in satisfactory condition at time of inspection, with exceptions listed in report.
• Note: Windows that are newer usually meet Energy star standards. It is prudent to enquire about your windows and
there warranty.
• Repair windows hardware not operating properly 2nd floor bedroom front

Repair windows hardware at 2nd floor front right bedroom.

3. Siding/Trim Condition
Materials: Wood trim noted at certain areas.
Observations:
• No major system safety or function concerns noted at time of inspection. With some exceptions.
• Seal and or Paint as needed at exposed wood on cupola

Buddy DeLozier
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Reseal at cupola on garage and exposed wood.

4. Eaves & Facia
Observations:
• Wood, Composit,fascia and soffit material noted.
• Recommend to clean of debris and dirt.
• Monitor: Suggest sealing/caulking as part of routine maintenance to prevent deterioration every 5-7 years. Suggest to
enquire with previous owner as to last date this was performed.
• Noted Mud wasp or hornet nest(s) attached to soffit area and needs removed near: Around exterior especially at front

Noted Mud wasp or hornet nest(s) attached to soffit area and needs removed near: Around exterior.

5. Exterior Paint
Observations:
• MAINTENANCE: Suggest sealing/caulking as part of routine maintenance to prevent further deterioration. These
types of materials usually hold up longer than most and only require cleaning every other year and painting every 5 to 7
seven depending on paint product, application and maintenance.

6. Stucco

Noted EPS or foam materials used for trims and reveals around structure placed on top of brick base and would have been meshed in properly, but
could not be fully observed. This is a common practice.

Buddy DeLozier
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7. Brick
Observations:
• FYI: Brick veneer appears to be functional with only minor separation or cracking, this should be monitored and
repaired as listed below or elsewhere on report.
• FYI: Brick veneer appears to be functional and serviceable.
• Lintels and weep holes noted and appeared adequate.
• Repoint or seal at separation of brick veneer separation to help prevent further water intrusion and monitor, review
footings below for stability and repair as needed, this may keep brick from continuing to separate. See pictures for
location(s) that need repaired mostly at added screen porch area..
If further investigation is warranted we recommend an engineer to review, however suggest this should be a one time
repair if performed appropriately.

Brick ledger not sloped monitor at rear.

Repoint or seal at separation of brick veneer
Repoint or seal at separation of brick veneer
separation to help prevent further water intrusion separation to help prevent further water intrusion
and monitor, review footings below for stability
and monitor, review footings below for stability
and repair as needed, this may keep brick from
and repair as needed, this may keep brick from
continuing to separate. See pictures for
continuing to separate. See pictures for
location(s) that need repaired. If further
location(s) that need repaired. If further
investigation is warranted we recommend an
investigation is warranted we recommend an
engineer to review, however suggest this should engineer to review, however suggest this should
be a one time repair if performed appropriately at be a one time repair if performed appropriately
added screen porch area and house
screen porch area.

8. Stone Type
Observations:
• Note: Man made or cultured stone material used for exterior fenestration.

9. Stone condition
Observations:
• Note: All stone appears to be in good condition.
• Monitor Caulk or seal at all dissimilar material connections as needed, but not recommended practice at gable walls to
roofing materials.
• Could determine installation process or backer material.
• Repair or replace missing stone at wall above garage detached area, confirm flashing is properly sealed from weather
or moisture

Noted missing stone, confirm flashing is properly sealed at mud bed.

Exterior & interior walls
Buddy DeLozier
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1. Framing condition
Observations:
• Note: 2x4 and 6 framed walls noted, substrate is OSB type or Plywood air barrier material nor insulation could not be
fully determined at time of inspection.

2. Insulation Condition
Materials: Wall Insulation should be R13 insulation according to energy code requirements of the age of the home •
Wall Insulation could not be fully determined at the time of inspection.

Attic/Ceiling
In accordance with the ASHI© Standards of Practice pertaining to Attic and Insulation, this report
describes the method used to inspect any accessible attics; and describes the insulation and vapor
retarders used in unfinished spaces when readily accessible and the absence of insulation in
unfinished spaces at conditioned surfaces. Inspectors are required to inspect insulation and vapor
retarders in unfinished spaces when accessible and passive/mechanical ventilation of attic areas, if
present. The following web sites are an excellent resource of information on home insulation:
http://insulation.owenscorning.com/homeowners/http://www.certainteed.com/products/insulation
1. Access condition
Type: Door(s)
Observations:
• Door(s) Noted 2nd floor right and middle section
• EE: Access doors are weather stripped but they the are hollow core or panels and are much different than exterior
grade doors. It is still recommended to insulate doors to an R 19 value add latch to secure against weather stripping to
help with temperature and zonal differentials. Seal around door jamb as well with non expanding foam.

Seal around framing and door or attic access
jamb and insulate back, sample.

Seal around framing and door or attic access
jamb and insulate back.

Missing weather stripping at jamb

Entire attic area was not accessible. May be due
to vaults or shed roof areas or insulation to not be
disturbed.

Above added screen porch area

Seal around framing and door or attic access
jamb and insulate back.

Buddy DeLozier
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2. Ventilation
Observations:
• Gable louver vents noted.
• Ridge exhaust venting noted.
• Under eave soffit inlet vents noted.
• Improve: Attic ventilation does not appear to be enough but may have been adequate per code. By adding static
ventilation to the attic may help reduce heat build up this area.

3. Attic Plumbing/Radon
Observations:
• FYI: No radon mitigation piping or passive venting was observed or identified at properly on site. This does not mean
it is not there it just was not observed, Identify and mark.
• Radon testing in progress, waiting 48 hours for results and reporting.

4. Insulation Condition
Materials: Fiberglass batts with kraft paper facing noted. • Blown in fiberglass insulation noted.
Depth: Insulation averages about 8-10 inches in depth which is approximately an R-28-30 value accumulative. By
increasing and increasing insulation to build it up to R-30 or 38 consistently through attic area will help increase your
homes comfort and potentially save money on energy costs. • Batted insulation noted at Kneewalls of attic are R13 at
attic walls.
Observations:
• Insulation installed and observed. Do not compress it will reduce the original R value!
• Note: Insulation depth in most areas is adequate considering age of Structure. It is always recommended to keep
insulation at levels of R-30 or R 38 for better thermal protection. Compressed insulation is not a good thermal blanket.
• NOTE: Loose fill insulation will settle after initial install by 6% typically. This product should should not be compacted
or it looses all is thermal capability.
• EE: Insulation appeared to be walked through or missing. For the most consistent R Value it is important to have a
level even surface with loose fill insulation. Recommend to re rake or fluff up the uneven areas.
• Improve: Add or repair dams or baffles at soffit areas, porches, tray ceiling framing outside of wall, kneewall or attic
wall to ceiling areas and/or garage areas to prevent insulation washing over ceiling materials and allow static ventilation
to occur. Refer to pictures for specific locations.
• Improve: EE: Air sealing any knee wall or full wall areas between attic space and conditioned space of home is very
beneficial and will reduce zonal pressure differences between hot attics and conditioned areas. Seek help from
professionals to help adequately perform these tasks.
-Kneewalls are any vertical walls that extend into attic space at conditioned vaults, skylight wells, bonus rooms,
dormers, etc...
• FYI: Insulation is not an air barrier, by sealing around recess cans, ceiling penetrations and access doors you can
help prevent heat stacking to occur.
• Improve insulation covering all tops of joists with 3 inches of insulation as wood is a great conductor of heat.
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1234 Inspection Drive, Greenville, SC

Improve: EE: Air sealing any knee wall or full wall
areas between attic space and conditioned space
of home is very beneficial and will reduce zonal
pressure differences between hot attics and
conditioned areas. Seek help from professionals
to help adequately perform these tasks. Kneewalls are any vertical walls that extend into
attic space at conditioned vaults, skylight wells,
bonus rooms, dormers, etc...

Improve: EE: Air sealing any knee wall or full wall
areas between attic space and conditioned space
of home is very beneficial and will reduce zonal
pressure differences between hot attics and
conditioned areas. Seek help from professionals
to help adequately perform these tasks. Kneewalls are any vertical walls that extend into
attic space at conditioned vaults, skylight wells,
bonus rooms, dormers, etc...

Improve insulation to cover all ceiling joists to
Improve: EE: Air sealing any knee wall or full wall NOted recess cans allowing heat to travel through
slow down heat transfer from wood materials to areas between attic space and conditioned space
conditioned space, Thermal Bridging. Either blow of home is very beneficial and will reduce zonal
in loose fill on top of batted insulation installed or
pressure differences between hot attics and
add unbatted insulation perpendicular to joists on conditioned areas. Seek help from professionals
tope of existing insulation. R 38 to R 42 would be
to help adequately perform these tasks. recommended.
Kneewalls are any vertical walls that extend into
attic space at conditioned vaults, skylight wells,
bonus rooms, dormers, etc...

5. Chimney
Observations:
• Solid brick chimney noted passing through attic, appears adequate.

6. Exhaust Vent
Observations:
• Noted: Bath exhaust fan(s) terminate on the exterior of the structure at roof, gable vents or soffit areas.

7. Ceiling Structure condition
Materials: Most areas were Standard stick built attic with no major structural issues noted at time of inspection of what
could be observed. • FYI: 2X6Ceiling joists noted at 16 Inch on Center or more varied.
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Roof
In accordance with the ASHI© Standards of Practice pertaining to Roofing, this report describes the
roof coverings and the method used to inspect the roof. Inspectors are required to inspect the roof
covering, roof drainage systems, flashings, skylights, chimneys and roof penetrations. The following
web sites are an excellent http://www.home-roofs.com http://www.roofhelper.com
1. Roof Condition
Materials: Roof was observed from ground level with mostly full access to attic along with a ground visual of all roofing
components. Whether the roofing is new or older it is not advisable to walk all areas. Remember Each time you are on
the roof you can tend to loosen the granules or disturb its material and any connections which can lead to further
deterioration of shingles especially on hot days or during rain events. • If further information is required, a separate roof
inspection may be performed as needed.
Materials: FYI: Asphalt Shingles material noted. The materials used appear to be in Goodcondition. A Architectural roof
material is installed. • Asphalt shingles noted to be architectural weight which typically has a life of 30 to 40 or unlimited
years if well maintained with not much vegetation above.
Observations:
• Roof material appeared to be in good condition at the time of inspection.
• Monitor Cricket or saddle area noted at gable wall installed, monitor this are to prevent debris build up and water
intrusion, be certain it is properly addressed according to manufacturer specifications at garage detached to front porch
wall.
• Recommend: It would be good information to understand the true age of the materials on the roof and any warranty
info if it exist.

Monitor roof of detached garage.

2. Flashing
Observations:
• Typical maintenance necessary, now and on an annual or semi-annual basis. This generally consists of resealing
gaps at through-the-roof projections and any gable end or parapet walls as necessary.
• FYI: Flashing not fully visible behind stone areas or siding .
• Seal any and all exposed nail heads at all flashing materials. Mostly at brick counter flash at gables front and rear.

Seal any and all exposed nail heads at all flashing materials.

3. Chimney
Observations:
• No major system safety or function concerns noted at time of inspection.
• Improve: no cricket noted behind chimney. Leaves and debris may gather this needs monitored. Flashing is adequate.
Recommend to add diverter above chimney at roof to help alleviate hydrostatic pressure on flashing.
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Monitor for debris yearly

4. Spark Arrestor/Rain cap
Observations:
• Spark arrestor appears installed and in good condition.
• Spark arrestor appears installed and in good condition.

5. Vent flashing condition
Observations: Recommend: replacing the vent flashing boots every 7 to 10 years. The rubbers can crack and dry rot.
This is a very inexpensive maintenance items that if not performed can become very costly. • We recommend to cover
your existing boots to help protect the rubber gasket if in tact with Perma boot to Maintain rubber gasket see website
below.
http://www.permabootstore.com/

6. Condition of Gutters & Down Spouts
Observations:
• Gutters installed
• Maintenance: Clean all debris from gutters regularly to help with flow and drainage around the homes exterior.
• Gutters sagging, or may be sloping incorrectly; raise , or resecure as needed around perimeter at rear
• Could not locate all end points on gutter extensions. Review and repair or provide asbuilt as needed for future
maintenance.

Gutters sagging, or may be sloping incorrectly; raise , or resecure as
needed around perimeter, especially at rear near breakfast room..

Several gutter lead terminations could not be located. It is important to
understand there drainage areas for preventative purposes. Recommend
these are located.

7. Structure condition
Materials:
• Stick built on site2X6with Micro lam ridge 16 Inch on Centerand bracing Adequate with OSB (Oriented Strand board)
and mix of OSB from repairs for roof decking.
• Could not access materials used on Vaulted or addition area(s).
Observations:
• All appear to be in good condition at the time of inspection at areas that could be observed.
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Garage/warehouse
1. Roof Condition
Materials: Note: Roofing is the same material as main structure

2. Walls
Observations:
• Fire walls appeared satisfactory, at time of inspection
• FYI: There are no firewalls present due to age of home or detached.

3. Floor Condition
Materials: FYI: bare concrete floors noted, with control joints cut
Observations:
• At garage doors 1 inch drop downs were installed to help prevent water intrusion from the outside. This should be
monitored.

Too much clutter to fully review floors and or walls for other defects at time of the inspection.

4. Rafters & Ceiling
Observations:
• Appears to be in good condition. This is considered a fire rated ceiling, avoid adding penetrations.

5. Exterior Door
Observations:
• Appeared functional and newer, at time of inspection.

6. Fire Door
Observations:
• FYI: Garage-house door weatherstrip and door jamb installed. The weather stripping should be monitored and
replaced when worn or compressed. This door should be a 20 minute fire rated door and should be sealed tightly to
help prevent combustion gases from entering the home when closed.
• Improve by adding corner pads at all four corners to help prevent air infiltration especially from garage fumes.
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Improve by adding corner pads at all four corners to help prevent air infiltration especially from garage fumes.

7. Garage Door Condition
Materials: Insulated steel door(s) 7 or 8 feet tall.
Observations:
• Tested and operated.

8. Garage Door Parts
Observations:
• FYI: The garage door(s) were functional during the inspection.
• Maintenance: Weather stripping around exterior becomes worn or missing and is recommended to be replaced. This
helps to keep rain and somewhat air tighten the garage area.

9. Garage Opener Status
Observations:
• FYI: Chain drive opener(s) noted.
• Garage door remotes were not tested
• Bulb(s) out on operator(s).

Garage door remotes were not tested
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10. Garage Door's Reverse Status
Observations:
• Annual check up: Garage door openers come with several safety features now and should be tested annually:
1 Emerg. pull cord incase loss of power is experienced. Pull cord toward rear to release door from chain drive. Pull
forward to re engage as needed.
2 Note: Eye beam system present and operating. Which when crossed door will reopen.
3 Door(s) today have the pressure resistant return mechanism so if it hits an object it will reopen.,
• Note: Eye beam system present and operating.
• Note: Emerg. pull cord incase loss of power is experienced. Pull cord toward rear to release door from chain drive.
Pull forward to re engage as needed.
• FYI: Door did have the pressure resistant return mechanism and was tested and it operated. with exception.

Electrical
In accordance with the ASHI© Standards of Practice pertaining to Electrical Systems, this report
describes the amperage and voltage rating of the service, the location of the main disconnect and
any sub panel(s), the presence of solid conductor aluminum branch circuit wiring, the presence or
absence of smoke detectors and wiring methods. Inspectors are required to inspect the viewable
portions of the service drop from the utility to the house, the service entrance conductors, cables and
raceways, the service equipment and main disconnects, the service grounding, the interior
components of the service panels and sub panels, the conductors, the over- current protection
devices (fuses or breakers), ground fault circuit interrupters and a representative number of installed
lighting fixtures, switches and receptacles. All issues or concerns listed in this Electrical section
should be construed as current and a potential personal safety or fire hazard. Repairs should be a
priority, and should be made by a qualified, licensed electrician. See ASHI standards of practices for
any further exclusions.
1. Meter base condition
Materials: Note: Meter was located at right of building.
Observations:
• Meter installed at time of the inspection.
• Noted: Ground wire to rod appeared to be attached.
• Fyi: Meter is required to have a 36 inch clearance in front of box.
• Noted bond on line at water lines.
• BEFORE YOU DIG AROUND YOUR HOUSE, Homeowner or infrequent user:
When planning an excavation project, dial 811 or submit a locate request online 3 full working days before you plan to
start your work. We will notify our member utilities, they will then, send professional locators out to mark the
approximate location of their utility facility lines. Then you can dig confidently, knowing the utilities will not be disturbed.
The call or web notice is simple, free and it’s the law! Know what’s below, call 811 before you dig! Or click the link to
the left to request a locate online. Notices submitted online before 5pm on business days will be processed the same
day.
• No bond wire for gas lines.

Keep or expose ground rod and clamp exposed to monitor maintain in
future. Safety issue with regard to proper grounding and bonding
techniques.

No bond wire for water lines.

2. Cable Feeds
Observations:
• There is an underground service lateral noted from primary located at street from utility provider. Connection from
house to street is the responsibility of your service provider to maintain.
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3. Electrical Panel
Location:
• FYI: Main electrical panel(s) located at garage
Location: Sub Panel disconnect noted at condenser(s) and or air handler(s) and hot water tank(s).
Observations:
• FYI: No major system safety or function concerns noted at time of inspection at main panel box. Minus any exception
listed below.
• Labeled well and random sampled.

Pool disconnect

NOted outside breakers and marked at meter

Labeled well and random sampled.

4. Main Amp Breaker
Observations:
• 200 amp capacity at Meter
• 200 amp at house panel

200 Amp capacity.

200 Amp capacity.

5. Breakers/Wiring Condition
Materials:
• Romex type wire noted and appeared to be sufficient for type of construction.
• Copper non-metallic sheathed cable 3 wire noted. Ground Neutral and a Hot. Larger gauge 4 wire material noted for
larger equipment.
Observations:
• Note: It is not a requirement or responsibility of the ASHI inspector to map out or locate all connections and branches,
as this process could take hours in most instances.
• All of the circuit breakers observed appeared serviceable.
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noted wires for future use under kitchen

6. Outlet Condition
Observations:
• Most All accessible outlets accessible were tested and inspected. In adequate working order at the time of inspection.

7. Switch condition
Observations:
• Note to review switch and or dimmer locations and there use throughout home. We do not map the electrical system
and or branches.
• Double multiple switches at bedroom(s) or hallway(s) entry may mean the ceiling light is wired for fan and light combo
or a potential switched outlet is located that area, recommend to consult with owner/contractor.
• Could not locate termination of switch kitchen

Could not locate termination of switch
at hall to lundry

8. GFCI Condition
Materials: FYI: Some Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) protection of home electrical outlets were provided in the
home at the time of inspection. Although GFCI protection may not have been required at the time the home was built,
for safety reasons, consider upgrading the electrical system to include GFCI protection at the following locations:
•Bathrooms
•Outside
•Garages
•Crawlspace (at or below grade)
•Unfinished basements
•Kitchens
•Laundry rooms
•Within 6 feet of all plumbing fixtures
•Boathouses
Observations:
• All GFCI(s) installed at receptacles were tested.
• A ground fault is an unintentional electrical path between a power source and a grounded surface. Ground faults
most often occur when equipment is damaged or defective, such that live electrical parts are no longer adequately
protected from unintended contact. If your body provides a path to the ground for this current, you could be burned,
severely shocked or electrocuted.
• Missing weather tight cover at pool area and rear picnic area proper weather tight covers are missing.
• Too many GFCIs located on one branch, consider removing unnecessary devices picnic areas
• Confirm 220 outlet in kitchen is GFCI controlled
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Missing weather tight cover at pool area

GFCI did not not operate or actuate when tested Too many GFCIs located on one branch, consider
at covered fireplace area
removing unnecessary devices rear covered area.

NOted 220 outlet at kitchen, did not appear to be GFCi protected.

9. Condition Of Light fixtures & Ceiling fans
Materials: Light fixtures • Ceiling fans
Observations:
• All light fixtures were tested.
• All ceiling fans were tested.
• Repair or replace bulbs or fixtures where not operating at foyer stair well light

Repair fixture does not appear to be rated for outdoor use.

Repair or replace bulbs or fixtures where not operating at foyer, consider
LED for longer life

10. Smoke/CO Detectors
Observations:
• Observation: Smoke detector(s) were tested only randomly at test button on each accessible unit at the time of the
inspection.
• FYI:Smoke detectors last 6-10 years depending on manufacturer. Recommend replacing when they appear to
become weak or have reached that age.
• MAINTENANCE: Periodic testing and changing batteries yearly to ensure proper Smoke Alarm operation is required.
It is recommended to replace all the batteries at one time to make it easier to follow a maintenance schedule and date
them as well.
• No permanent or operating Co detectors noted in home, South Carolina recommends to add when a presence of gas
appliance area noted.
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11. Structure wire
Observations:
• Security box or system noted.

12. Structure wire condition
Observations:
• Recommend to enquire about structured wire condition with the current owners or contractor for service and
maintenance and as to the actual layout.

Recommend to enquire about structured wire condition with the current
owners or contractor for service and maintenance and as to the actual
layout.

Noted security box in foyer closet area left

Heat/AC
The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and cooling system (often referred to as HVAC) is the
climate control system for the structure. The goal of these systems is to keep the occupants at a
comfortable level while maintaining indoor air quality, ventilation while keeping maintenance costs at
a minimum. The HVAC system is usually powered by electricity and natural gas, but can also be
powered by other sources such as butane, oil, propane, solar panels, or wood.
The inspector will usually test the heating and air conditioner using the thermostat or other controls.
For a more thorough investigation of the system please contact a licensed HVAC service person.
In accordance with the ASHI© Standards of Practice pertaining to Heating and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) systems, this report describes the energy source and the distinguishing characteristics of the
heating and cooling system(s). Inspectors are required to open readily openable access panels and
visually inspect the installed heating equipment and associated vent systems, flues and chimneys;
and central air conditioning equipment and distribution systems. The HVAC system inspection is
general and not technically exhaustive. The inspector will test the heating and air conditioner using
the thermostat and/or other normal controls. Building Solutions highly recommends that a standard,
seasonal or yearly, Service and Maintenance Contract with an HVAC contractor be obtained. This
provides a more thorough investigation of the entire home’s heating, air conditioning and filtering
system as well as maintaining it at peak efficiency —thereby increasing service life. The ASHI
Inspector is not required to determine the adequacy of combustion air components of equipment.
See ASHI standards of practices for any further exclusions.
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1. AC Condenser Condition
Compressor Type: Electric
Location: The condenser(s) are located on the exterior grounds. At Right of building • The condenser(s) are located on
the exterior grounds. At Left of building.
Observations:
• The condenser information: AC condenser coils
1st master, main floor and 2nd floor
TYPE:Goodman
Model #: See labels on units
S/N #: See labels on units
Year: 2006
Tonnage: 2 at master, 5 at main and 3.5 at 2nd floor
SEER: 13+/-(depends on matching A coils)
Refrigerant: R 22
max amps breaker(s) are (Label not visible on all)
• Model and serial number(s) on units and visible
• Recommend to clean coils thoroughly and properly bi-annually, along with combing any and all bent fins, have a
licensed dealer re presentative service. This will improve efficiency and life.
• FYI: Changing your HVAC can improve your energy efficiency and your indoor air quality. We recommend prior to
installing a new system you have your home evaluated by an energy auditor who can guide you on what type of system
may may need and what areas may need to be addressed.
• Rust noted at fan housing, this needs cleaned and primed to help prevent further deterioration and potential failure or
fan dropping out due to rust.
• Unit(s) Coils and fins appear very dirty and need fins combed and professionally cleaned.

master suite

2nd floor and main floor
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Rust noted at fan housing, this needs cleaned and Model and serial number(s) on units and visible,
primed to help prevent further deterioration and
master unit
potential failure or fan dropping out due to rust.

Unit(s) Coils and fins appear very dirty and need
fins combed and professionally cleaned.
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Model and serial number(s) on units and visible 1st floor
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2. Air handler Condition
Materials:
• Split systems
A split system simply means your solution has products that reside both inside and outside your home. In many cases,
a split system consists of:
• Furnace―provides heating and the fan used year round to circulate air
• Evaporator coil―the indoor component of your outdoor cooling unit
• Air conditioner or heat pump―works in tandem with the evaporator coil
• Ducts―carry the conditioned air throughout your home
• Control or thermostat―your interface for controlling your system
• Optional air quality accessories―clean, humidify, and freshen air before it circulates throughout your home
• Air handler evaporators coils
____________________________
Master suite
Located in: Crawl
Manuf: Goodman
_________________________________________________
Model AC: Label on unit
S/N #: Label on unit
Refrigerant: R 22
SEER: 13+/-Depends on condenser.
Tonnage: 2
Year: 2007
_________________________________________________
• Air handler evaporators coils
____________________________
main floor floor
Located in: Crawl
Manuf: Goodman
_________________________________________________
Model AC: Label on unit
S/N #: Label on unit
Refrigerant: R 22
SEER: 13+/-Depends on condenser.
Tonnage: 5
Year: 2007
_________________________________________________
• Air handler evaporators coils
____________________________
2nd floor
Located in: Attic
Manuf: Goodman
_________________________________________________
Model AC: Label on unit
S/N #: Label on unit
Refrigerant: R 22
SEER: 13+/-Depends on condenser.
Tonnage: 3
Year: 2007
_________________________________________________
Observations: Model and serial numbers Visible on unit • Maintain: It is always recommended to have your system(s)
serviced by a trained dealer representative of the system(s) make. This should be bi-annually to help maintain the units
life and efficiency levels.
We recommend you contact a qualified Contractor who understands the system and its make installed in your home. •
Note: Typical Life expectancy of any HVAC system is typically between 15- 18 years if well maintained. • FYI: Changing
your HVAC can improve your energy efficiency and your indoor air quality. We recommend prior to installing a new
system you have your home evaluated by an energy auditor who can guide you on what type of system may may need
and what areas may need to be addressed.
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2nd floor

Model and serial numbers Visible on unit 2nd floor
evaporator coils, 3 tons

master suite unit

Master suite unit condensating heavily,
recoemmend to check air flow balance or static
pressures.

Model and serial numbers Visible on unit at
evaporator coils for master suite

main unit 1st floor

Model and serial numbers Visible on unit evaporator coils main unit 4 tons
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3. Furnace Condition
Materials: The furnace is located at same location with AC coils.
Materials: Gas fired forced hot air.
Observations:
• Master and main Floor
_________________________________________________
Furnace: Goodman
_________________________________________________
Model # See Pictures Labels on units inside cabinet
S/N #: See Pictures Labels on units inside cabinet
AFUE: 80%
MAX BTUs: 70,000 master suite 115,000 Main area
Year: 2006
Fuel: NG
CFMs: 800 at master 2000 at main area(depends on fan speed settings)
• 2nd Floor
_________________________________________________
Furnace: Goodman
_________________________________________________
Model # See Pictures Labels on units inside cabinet
S/N #: See Pictures Labels on units inside cabinet
AFUE: 80%
MAX BTUs: 70,000
Year: 2006
Fuel: NG
CFMs: 1200 (depends on fan speed settings
• MAINTENANCE: Fuel Furnace: appears to be operating correctly, we recommend yearly or bi annually cleaning and
inspection of all mechanical equipment; which not only helps to prevent potential issues but also increases there
effective efficiency for the life of the system, most systems only operate at 93% of there capacity at best.
• Note: Heat exchangers typically have a longer life and sometimes a longer warranty, you should check with
manufacturer specifications to verify.
• Note: Switch for furnace service located above or near furnace.
• Rust noted inside heat exchanger box or at burners, repair any potential damaged condensate lines and properly
clean or poor slope on combustion chamber and or drainage lines at main area unit
• Missing rodent screen at fresh air intake on cabinet. Both units in crawl

Model And Serial numbers are typically located
inside cabinet and visible 2nd floor

Add rodent screen at furnace cabinet fresh air
intake.

Model And Serial numbers are typically located
inside cabinet and visible master unit.

Missing rodent cage at furnace cabinet main unit

Model And Serial numbers are typically located
inside cabinet and visible main unit .

Noted rust in cabinet main unit, check at hose
connections and make repairs or replace.
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4. Venting
Observations:
• Venting was present, no further tests requested. Combustion testing is always recommended for proper size,
materials used and draft by a combustion specialist.
• Add rodent screen at vent exit point if allowable by manufacturer.
• Keep "B" venting 2 inches from combustibles at attic vent

Add rodent screen at vent exit point if allowable by manufacturer.

Keep "B" venting 2 inches from combustibles.

5. Condensate line
Observations:
• FYI: Main Condensate drain line(s) for the unit(s) located in attic:
-Main Extends to outside.
-Pan installed.
-Secondary line off the pan does extend to exterior area.
-Lines need cleaned on a yearly basis.
-There is a float switch in the pan. A float switch functions when the main condensate line has a back up or has not
been serviced, usually backs up from the unit due to the line not being properly cleaned on an annual basis.
Recommend testing the float switch on an annual basis. This may prevent potential water damage from overflow of
pan.
• FYI: Condensate drain line(s) from the HVAC system in basement/crawl is:
-Gravity fed without clean outs for maintenance of condensate system.
-The lines were not insulated which helps reduce moisture at lines locations.
-Have this serviced and cleaned regularly.
• FYI: garage/Crawl/BASEMENT Condensate drain line(s) from the HVAC system is a pump. Test and monitor
regularly.

6. Condition Condensate Process
Observations:
• Note: Main drip area of condensate lines ends at outside. This should drip in the cooling operation of the HVAC heat
pump. KEEP THIS AREA CLEAR DO NOT BLOCK
• FYI: Condensate secondary drip located at soffit area(s) OR SIDE WALL. This should be observed during cooling
operation as no water should exit this line. If water is dripping you may have a problem with your main drip line or your
system may be freezing up. TAKE ACTION RIGHT AWAY.
• Repair condensate ports at main unit they appear rusting and poorly managed.

Secondary line noted to be located at right soffit for 2nd floor system
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7. Gas valves and lines
Observations:
• Note: Gas shut off valves were present and functional. These were also tested for any leakage and were in good
condition at the time of inspection. With some exceptions.
• Secure lines for safety in attic

Secure lines for safety at 2nd floor unit.

8. Refrigerant Lines
Observations:
• FYI: All refrigerant lines appeared functional and installed properly at time of inspection and well insulated from unit to
exterior exit point as to what could be observed. Monitor to keep insulated properly.

9. Registers
Observations:
• Improve: Sealing at boot connections to floor or ceiling material helps reduce duct leakage by an average of 5% or
more and prevents the venturi effect. Use bucket mastic or other appropriate materials.
• Caution: Shutting down or closing off supply vents at the grills may cause static pressure at somewhere else in the
duct system. If you desire to close off a vent for some reason have an HVAC tech review the air flow and add damper
in line at vents origination point for that particular supply. Supply vents are suppose to was walls where heat and cool
loading is most prevalent.
• Supply and return vents are not effective when covered or blocked by furniture or other articles, recommend to keep
more items more than 6 to 8 inches from wall vents and do place large items like sofas above floor registers.

10. Filters
Location: FYI: All filters are located in filter grills at returns.
Observations:
• MAINTENANCE: The air filter(s) should be inspected at least monthly and cleaned or replaced as required. There are
two types of filters commonly used: (1) Washable filters, (constructed of aluminum mesh, foam, or reinforced fibers)
these may be cleaned by soaking in mild detergent and rising with water. Or (2) Fiberglass disposable filters that must
be REPLACED before they become clogged. Remember that dirty filters are the most common cause of inadequate
heating or cooling performance. We always recommend filters with less of MERV rating as the higher the rating the
more air restriction.

Filters were located at filter grills.
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11. Thermostats
Observations:
• Digital - non-programmable type.
• IMPROVE: Non-programmable thermostats have no energy saving capabilities as do digital setback-type thermostats.
Recommend an upgrade to a modern, digital programmable thermostat. This could yield a saving of up to $180 per
year in energy costs.
• Typically Simple system replacement is the Nest or Honeywell, if beyond capability or age is a factor hire a
professional.. See web site attached. https://nest.com/ or
https://shophome.honeywell.com/product/RTH9580WF1005/all
• IT is highly recommended to keep the fan in the AUTO position, this will allow fan to only turn on when the unit is
trying to heat and cool your service area. If left in the ON position the fan will continue to run when unit has satisfied the
temperature you have ask for and then cooling cycle shuts down. All the fan is doing at that point is drawing in the hot
humid air from the attic or crawlspace areas and exterior walls by way of openings, duct boots, windows, doors and
poorly insulated wall areas.
• Calibration appears to with in the 3 degree allowable differential.

Were calibrated with in 3 degrees.

12. Return air ducting
Observations:
• FYI: Duct work for return air system(s) is metal and/or flexible piping R 6 insulation with metal plenum boxes mounted
to systems air handler.
• Not all ducting was observed due to structure.

13. Supply air ducting
Observations:
• FYI: Duct work for Supply air system(s) is metal and/or flexible piping R 6 insulation with metal plenum boxes
mounted to systems air handler.
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14. Diagnostic testing
Observations:
• Notice of HVAC testing:Temperature testing is performed on all system(s) installed to help determine correct
temperature differentials of 15-20 degrees. This tests is taken after approx 20 to 30 min of run time to ensure results
are accurate with a double pin Testo infrared unit accurate with in 2% OR with a Field piece internal testing method
which should reach temp Delta Ts of 22-26 degrees.
•
1st Floor main
Delta T of 16 degrees
________________________________________
Cool Heat
Supply side: 59
Supply side : NM
Return side: 75
Return Side:
________________________________________
Master
delta T of 15 degrees
________________________________________
Cool Heat
Supply side: 60
Supply side : NM
Return side: 75
Return Side:
3rd floor (zoned with 2nd floor)
Delta T of 15
________________________________________
Cool Heat
Supply side: 58
Supply side : NM
Return side: 73
Return Side:
________________________________________
Dry bulb readings noted in cooling & Heating mode inside registers after and hour run time. Averaging readings on
three or more vents on supply side. With all zones operating. At time of inspection.
Note: When temperatures are too cold or warm outside proper readings are difficult to measure and unreliable.
NT; Not tested at the time of inspection due other circumstances.
NM: turned on but not measured due to time of year.
Generally heat pumps work in similar fashion for both heating and cooling process, so long as the Delta T is correct in
either mode, the system is properly working or not.
• NOTE: This shows the tested differences between return and supply after an hours run time was not adequate at the
time of inspection.
-Request a full report from HVAC tech on diagnostic testing performed. If new construction a form is typically provided
by manufacturer for service tech to complete. If recharging of system(s) refrigerant is needed, perform leak test to
properly repair.
NOTE:(Keep in mind when temperatures are extreme or above 95 Degrees this may make your system not operate as
well as it should or when a house is vacant and or the system has been turned off or set at a higher temps it takes
longer for a system to acclimate the house to the temp desired and remove the excess moisture that is in the structure
at the time of the inspection.)
• No further testing was performed on equipment due to not being requested and or equipment not operating at the time
of inspection.
Recommendation: Perform a full diagnostic test of system(s) to understand the Efficiency levels:
Duct leakage testing
Airflow & static pressure testing
Wet bulb and dry bulb readings to compare with manufacturer specifications, etc....to both make improvements and/or
or keep with your records.
Effective efficiency testing of unit installed compared to units rating.
BUILDING SOLUTIONS is qualified to help perform these tests, please contact us for further information.
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Testing was performed of surface temp at Supply Testing was performed of surface temp at Return Testing was performed of surface temp at Return
outlets while cooling and the average is 59
outlets while cooling and the average is 75
outlets while cooling and the average is 75
degrees 1st floor
degrees 1st floor
degrees master suite

Testing was performed of surface temp at Supply Testing was performed of surface temp at Supply Testing was performed of surface temp at Return
outlets while cooling and the average is 60
outlets while cooling and the average is 58
outlets while cooling and the average is 73
degrees master suite
degrees 2nd floor
degrees 2nd floor

Plumbing
In accordance with the ASHI© Standards of Practice pertaining to Plumbing Systems, this report
describes the water sources, waste system and supply or distribution systems, Venting systems and
type, water heating unit and venting type. Inspectors are required to inspect the viewable portions of
the waste and water supply systems, the water heating equipment, sewer pumps or lift stations or
ejectors and plumbing, fuel storage and distribution systems. All issues or concerns listed in this
Plumbing section should be construed as current and a potential personal safety or fire hazard.
Repairs should be a priority, and should be made by a qualified, licensed Plumbing contractor
insured. The ASHI Inspector is not required to determine the adequacy of combustion air
components of equipment. See ASHI standards of practices for any further exclusions.
1. Main Water supply condition
Materials: Public water.
Observations:
• FYI: Water meter located in front near street. Meter should always remain exposed for reading.
• Water shut off located at crawl space
• Could not locate water source, suggest to retrieve location for proper service.

2. Water Pressure
Observations:
• FYI: recommend 40-80 psi and was tested by hand pressure at the hose bibbs. This is not something required though
typically the water system pressure is above 100 psi unless regulated. Keeping in mind because of newer designs for
valves and faucets which come with pressure reducers and changes to pipe sixes throughout may also reduce
pressure and lessens the GPM (Gallons per minute) of flow.
• 70 psi was result of test
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70 psi noted

3. Pressure Regulator
Observations:
• FYI: The pressure reducer valve is located in Crawl/basement.

Regulator noted in crawl at front left

4. Waste system condition
Materials: Septic system noted on site. • If septic request further review and testing.
Observations:
• Tested and observed sewer lines inside of house structure what was operating and accessible (Does not include
testing septic or sewer tap connections). Testing consisted of running water through all waste lines at outlets, filling lavs
and tubs partially, flushing toilets and running both dishwasher and washing machines if available. this more than
meets ASHI standards for this section of the inspection process. If a further review of waste system is needed please
notify for a more intense review and added fees.
• All plumbing systems were tested at time of inspection and appeared to be operating normally.
• Noted sewer cleanout at exterior of building structure.
The Main clean out is the first entry point for a plumbing company to gain access to the waste system for any potential
cleaning that may be needed if a blockage exists. There may be other access point(s) inside your home or in
crawl/basement areas as well.

Noted main waste clean out location at: left side

5. Water supply condition
Observations:
• Copper lines noted and soldered at connections.
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6. Water supply location
Observations:
• All plumbing supplies operating and accessible are tested and observed at time of inspection.
• Improve: For 5% more efficiency on water supply you may insulate the lines in attic, crawl and garage.

7. Gas Fuel Source Condition
Materials: Main gas shut off located at Gas meter on left of building.
Observations:
• Note: All gas appliances have cut-off valves in line at each unit. No gas odors detected with Leak detector with an
electronic Sensit unit. Could not test all connections where concealed.
• Monitor all gas connections for rust build up, as rust can tend to expand especially at connections and create leaks,
repair by cleaning rust and re priming.

Observed and tested for leaks.

8. Exterior Faucet Condition
Location: Hose bib(s) located around the home or building were noted . A Back flow preventer is required by code
today to help prevent stale stagnant water of yard chemicals from entering the homes potable water supply.
Observations:
• Hose bibb(s) are functional.
• No Backflow present on exterior hose bibbs or may be located elsewhere on site.
• 603.4.7 Potable water outlets with hose attachments, other than water heater drains, boiler drains, and clothes
washer connections, shall be protected by a nonremovable hose-bibbtype backflow preventer, a nonremovable hose
bibb-type vacuum breaker, or by an atmospheric vacuum breaker installed at least six (6) inches above the highest
point of usage located on the discharge side of the last valve. In climates where freezing temperatures occur, a listed
self-draining frost-proof hose bibb with an integral backflow preventer or vacuum breaker shall be used

No Backflow present on exterior hose bibbs or may be located elsewhere
on site.
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9. Water Heater Condition
Heater Type: Natural Gas Main house
Location: The heater is located in the garage area.
Observations:
• _________________
Rheem
__________________
EEF: 76%
Model: Label on unit
Serial #: Label on unit
Year: 2016
warranty: typically 6 to 8 years
• Improve by blanketing tank area with insulation wrap and taping seams to help improve efficiency in cold area along
with if it is located in conditioned space it helps reduce adding to the heat loading.
• No major system safety or function concerns noted at time of inspection.
• Water temperature observed. At time of inspection: 120 degrees F, adjust to desired temps.
Recommended temp should be set at 118-122 degrees F to prevent scalding, extend water heater life, and improve
energy efficiency and conservation.
FYI: You may adjust temperature at unit itself behind panels on electric or at combustion area on gas units.
CAUTION: When opening electric panel(s) keep in mind this is typically a high voltage area and if you are not familiar
with this we recommend you hire a professional to perform this task.
• Temperature adjustment located at base of unit

Model and serial Number

Temperature adjustment located at base of unit

Temperature adjustment located at base of unit,
currently set to 120 degrees

10. Number Of Gallons
Observations:
• 80 gallons avg

11. Water Heater Plumbing
Materials: Copper
Observations:
• No deficiencies observed at the visible portions of the supply piping.

12. Water heater TPRV
Observations:
• Tested and observed at inspection.
• A Temperature Pressure Relief Valve (TPR Valve) present. This safety valve releases water (and thus relieves
pressure) if either the temp or pressure in the tank gets too high. The TPR valve discharge tube must be made of
copper, iron, or CPVC (NOT regular PVC). It must terminate within 6" above the floor--the end cannot be threaded or
have a fitting.
• Discharges to exterior of building envelop.

13. Water Heater Overflow Condition
Materials: PVC • Metal pan noted.
Observations:
• Appears to be in satisfactory condition but not tested.
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14. Water heater Venting
Observations:
• Venting type is Atmospheric, with draft hood. Using surrounding air to properly draft to exterior, NOT TESTED for
proper combustion!

15. Water heater Combustion
Observations:
• No further testing performed at inspection.

16. Water Heater Enclosure
Observations:
• Installed barricade or proper location appeared to be in good condition at time of inspection..

Installed barricade or proper location appeared to be in good condition at time of inspection..

17. Water Heater Gas Valve
Observations:
• Note: Appears functional. Gas leak testing performed and no leakage detected at time of inspection.
• FYI: KEEP CLEAR PATH TO VALVE IN CASE OF EMERGENCIES.

Kitchen
The kitchen is used for food preparation and often for entertainment. Kitchens typically include a
stove, dishwasher, sink and other appliances.
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1. Cabinets
Observations:
• FYI: Appeared functional and in satisfactory condition, at time of inspection. Only minor door adjustments are
necessary from typical were and tear.

2. Counters
Observations:
• Granite tops noted and no major deficiencies observed on the granite tops. When using granite for counter tops it is
recommended to re seal them at least every 3-5years. This is a simple process and most local box stores carry
products to perform this task.

3. Sinks
Observations:
• FYI: An under mount sink was noted. We recommend cleaning out existing caulking every 5 years and reapplying the
appropriate caulk to continue to seal the joint between the granite and the sink with an approved caulk material and
follow manufacturer instructions.
Under mounts are pressure checked and reviewed they also have a weight limit.
• Highly Recommended to Add supports for under mount sink as precaution for sink dropping out. Currently being held
only by epoxy or clips.

Highly Recommended to Add supports for under mount sink as precaution
for sink dropping out. Currently being held only by epoxy or clips.

4. Faucet valve Condition
Observations:
• Faucet tested and operated.

5. Spray wand condition
Observations:
• The spray wand was operated and was functional.

6. Filter or water devices
Observations:
• Pot filler noted. No shut off was located.
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Potfiller tested

7. Garbage Disposal
Observations:
• Operated - appeared functional at time of inspection. At Main sink

8. Dishwasher
Observations:
• Dishwasher operated correctly with some exceptions.
• Noted lo be potentially leaking while operating, repair.

Tested and operated at time of inspection, potential leak under dishwasher
needs reviewed and repaired.

Noted leak near or under dishwasher area, repair

9. Plumbing
Observations:
• Tested and observed at time of inspection.
• Note:Auto vent noted under kitchen sink. This is a plumbing vent which could not be vented to outside. Monitor if
noticeable sewer gasses begin to become strong. Then have plumber install new auto vent as needed.
• Leak noted under sink cabinet and at floor may be dishwasher or other, discover leak and repair.

Tested and observed at time of inspection.
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10. Vent Condition
Materials:
• Vent hood noted.
Observations:
• Operated normally, review operation manual for further details.
• Clean or replace filter or grease trap.
• Missing light cover at vent hood should be heat resistant, properly replace and or repair.

The bulb used for light at vent hood is not a typical heat resistive bulb,
properly replace and or repair.

Clean or replace filter or grease trap.

11. Microwave condition
Observations:
• Built-in microwave ovens are tested using normal operating controls. Unit was tested and appeared to be serviceable
at time of inspection. Leak and/or efficiency testing is beyond the scope of this inspection. If concerned, client should
seek further review by qualified technician prior to closing.

12. Cook top condition
Observations:
• FYI: Electric cook top noted and operated, appeared functional at time of inspection.

All elements tested and operated.

13. Oven & Range Condition
Observations:
• Range: all electric.
• Oven: all electric at oven
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14. Refrigerator
Materials: Refrigerator installed
Observations:
• All components of refrigerator were tested at the time of inspection and operated.
• Monitor 6 month replacement of water filter or per manufacturer recommendations.
• Could not fully pull out to observe behind unit.
• Replace water purifier as needed.

Replace water purifier as needed.

Laundry
1. Locations
Locations: Near garage entry.

2. Cabinets/Shelving
Observations:
• FYI: Observed all shelving, cabinets or operation.

Observed and appeared adequate

3. Counters
Observations:
• Plastic laminate tops noted.

4. Electrical
Observations:
• Receptacle circuit tested good at the time of inspection.
• NOTE: Always check the layout of the dryer plug prior to purchasing a dryer as they are different from time to time.
• Note: could not test all outlets for appliance(s) due to large units installed and obstructing the potential to test.
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5. GFCI
Observations:
• GFCI in place and operational

6. Plumbing
Observations:
• Recommend to always use metal braided lines for supplies and secure drain line when installed.

Recommend to always use metal braided lines for supplies and secure drain line when installed.

7. Exhaust Fan
Observations:
• Appeared functional, at time of inspection.

Tested and operated

8. Washing machine condition
Materials: Installed and operated at time of inspection.
Observations:
• FYI: Washer box appears to be operating correctly.
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9. Dryer Vent
Observations:
• NOTE: Always be certain to shorten lines and keep them from kinking to help prevent lint build up. Dryer vents clogs
are the number one cause of fires in homes. This may also help with better flow and potentially save money on your
energy bills. Use only metal like materials for vent piping to prevent fire.
• Dryer vent noted and exits to outside.
• Recommend to clean dryer vents and runs on a regular bassis to prevent fire and improve efficiency of dryer.
• Clean dryer vent from any lint.

Clean dryer vent from any lint.

10. Dryer condition
Materials: Installed and operated at time of inspection.

11. Wash Basin
Observations:
• Laundry sink appears to be in adequate condition at time of inspection.

12. Floor Condition
Materials: Ceramic or porcelain tile is noted.

Interior Areas
The Interior section covers areas of the building that are not considered part of the Bathrooms,
Bedrooms, Kitchen or areas covered elsewhere in the report. Interior areas usually consist of
hallways, foyer, and other open areas. Within these areas the inspector is performing a visual
inspection and will report visible damage, wear and tear, and moisture problems if seen. Personal
items in the structure may prevent the inspector from viewing all areas on the interior. The inspector
does not usually test for mold or other hazardous materials, unless specifically requested. Building
Solutions may perform such tests as requested. See ASHI standards of practices for any
further exclusions.
1. Bar
Observations:
• The bar area(s) appears functional at the time of inspection.
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2. Cabinets
Observations:
• Appeared functional and in satisfactory condition, at time of inspection.

3. Closets Shelving condition
Observations:
• FYI: All shelving tested for proper support at time of inspection or fully loaded with personal items.
• Wood type shelving noted.

FYI: All shelving tested for proper support at time of inspection or fully loaded with personal items.

4. Door Bell
Observations:
• Operated normally when tested at time of inspection.

5. Doors
Observations:
• Noted: Most Interior doors were noted to be Hollow Core style doors and operated normally considering age and
some minor exceptions which may be listed in this report.
• Door(s) needs adjusted or aligned better at 2nd floor front bedroom closet

Door(s) needs adjusted or aligned better at
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6. Stairs & Handrail
Observations:
• Most all stairs risers and treads appear to be correct and sized accordingly and adequate for the age of the Structure.
• Handrail, grab rail or post(s) is loose and should be tightened. Typically these should support a 200 pound per foot
load for obvious safety reasons at starter knoll posts

Most all stairs risers and treads appear to be correct and sized accordingly
Handrail, grab rail or post(s) is loose and should be tightened. Typically
and adequate for the age of the Structure.
these should support a 200 pound per foot load for obvious safety reasons.

7. Grab Rail condition
Observations:
• Railing and grab rails appeared adequate height.

Railing and grab rails appeared adequate height.

8. Ceiling Condition
Materials: There are drywall ceilings noted.
Observations:
• The ceilings appeared to be in good condition for the age of the home at the time of the inspection.

Family room

Master suite

9. Wall & trims Condition
Materials: Drywall walls noted.
Observations:
• Note: MostWalls painted and appeared to be in moderate condition considering age of home with some ware and
tear. Only cosmetic items noted with some exceptions as listed elsewhere in this report, this report does not typically
include cosmetic type issues.
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10. Fireplace
Materials: Family Room
Materials: Masonry fireplace(s) noted with a damper at time of inspection.
Observations:
• Fireplace was observed but not tested.
• It is always Recommend and prudent prior to use have your chimney swept and checked for proper flow and function.

Damper operated

It is always Recommend and prudent prior to use have your chimney swept
and checked for proper flow and function.

11. Floor Condition
Observations: Repair damaged flooring at breakfast area and loose shoe. • Repair carpet where pulled at bonus area.

Cupping noted at breakfast wood floor repair as
needed, correct gutter slope and sag.

Repair loose shoe at breakfast room

NOted some carpet is pulled or unraveled 2nd
floor bonus

Powder room
1. Locations
Locations: Off foyer area

2. Cabinets
Observations:
• FYI: Appeared functional and in satisfactory condition, at time of inspection.
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3. Counters
Observations:
• Cultured marble counter tops were noted and in good condition with integral sink(s).
Maintenance: This is a non porous surface and very resistant to staining. Clean regular with non abrasive type cleaning
solution like vinegar and water. These tops may be polished or rebuffed with a specific gel formula, preferably by a
professional. Use only products that are specific to cultured marble material.

4. Exhaust Fan
Observations:
• Note: The bath fan(s) were tested and operated.
• Recommend to use bath fan when using hot water sources. This will eliminate the humidity levels and keep walls and
ceilings from receiving too much moisture.

Tested and operated.

5. Floor Condition
Materials: Hardwood flooring is noted.

6. Mirrors
Observations:
• Wall mirrors appear to be secure and in good condition.

7. Toilets
Observations:
• Operated when tested. Appeared functional, at time of inspection - except as noted.
• Toilet loose at floor connection.
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Toilet loose at floor connection.

Master Bath
1. Locations
Locations: Master Bathroom off master bedroom

2. Cabinets
Observations:
• FYI: Appeared functional and in satisfactory condition, at time of inspection.

3. Counters
Observations:
• Granite tops noted and no major deficiencies observed on the granite tops. When using granite for counter tops it is
recommended to re seal them at least every 3-5years. This is a simple process and most local box stores carry
products to perform this task.

4. Exhaust Fan
Observations:
• Note: The bath fan(s) were tested and operated.
• Recommend to use bath fan when using hot water sources. This will eliminate the humidity levels and keep walls and
ceilings from receiving too much moisture.
• Maintain: It is recommend to keep fan grill clean and also fan and motor assembly. Dust build up can not only reduce
the CFM produced but will eventually ware out motor parts and eventually cause fan to fail or become noisy.

5. Floor Condition
Materials: Ceramic or percaline tile is noted.
Observations:
• Maintain: caulking at flooring to tub or shower connections help prevent water intrusion at wet areas. These areas are
observed and only tested for moisture when staining is apparent. When repainted or repaired testing may or may not
be performed, we cannot see through walls.

6. Mirrors
Observations:
• Wall mirrors appear to be secure and in good condition.
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7. Plumbing
Observations:
• Tested and operated steam unit. keep away from spray nozzle in shower while operating.

Steam mist shower noted

Steam mist shower noted, do not place feet under
the nozzle, it will scald you!

Steam unit noted in crawl space

8. Showers
Observations:
• Noted: Tile shower panned floor. Tested with 1 inch of water for at lest an hour and observed.
• Disclaimer: Shower pan testing when performed may or may not show leaks or issues with regard t the integrity of the
shower pan material used, which typically is not identifiable. If shower has not been used for a period of time it most
likely will not test properly due to less saturation if used daily.

Shower pan tested and observed.

9. Shower Walls
Observations:
• Ceramic or porcelain tile noted.
• Recommend to maintain caulking around shower area. Caulking is temporary and needs monitored.

10. Bath Tubs
Observations:
• FYI: Hydro massager tub observed with jet or bubbler type action. Tub was filled to a level above the water jets or
bubblers so it could be properly operated to check intake and jets. The tub is then drained to check for leaks and/or
damage.
Pump and supply lines were not completely visible or accessible.
If a more detailed report is desired, the client is advised to consult a licensed plumber for a complete review prior to
closing.
• Soaking tub noted filled
• Maintenance: Tub/Shower made of a fiberglas or acrylic material, review owners manual for proper care and
maintenance.
• Filled and tested.
• No Access noted for hydro massager motor.
• GFCI for hydro massager missing or located at access, could not confirm, locate and test
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Filled and tested.

Confirm access location for motor and test GFCI

11. Shower Door Condition
Materials: Framed shower door with clear glass.
Observations:
• Shower door noted. Caulking is temporary and will need to be monitored for potential leaks. We recommend you
remove old caulking and replace with new caulking when it has run its life.
• Disclaimer: Shower door testing is some what limited due to no deflections are located inside shower to determine
water hitting the doors and sealed at different connectors, it is always recommended to observe the floors after
showering to determine the seals or joints and connectors are not leaking.

12. Sinks
Observations:
• Note: porcelain drop in or under mounts noted. Monitor caulk joint between top and sink. These typically need
cleaned out and recaulked every 5 to 10 years. Pressure tested, but monitor. under mount sinks have a weight limit.

13. Toilets
Observations:
• Operated when tested. Appeared functional, at time of inspection - except as noted.
• Toilet loose at floor connection.

Toilet loose at floor connection.

Bath 1
1. Locations
Locations: Guest bath area main floor ensuite right

2. Cabinets
Observations:
• FYI: Appeared functional and in satisfactory condition, at time of inspection.
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Normal wear and tare considering age and type.

3. Counters
Observations:
• Granite tops noted and no major deficiencies observed on the granite tops. When using granite for counter tops it is
recommended to re seal them at least every 3-5years. This is a simple process and most local box stores carry
products to perform this task.

4. Exhaust Fan
Observations:
• Note: The bath fan(s) were tested and operated.
• Recommend to use bath fan when using hot water sources. This will eliminate the humidity levels and keep walls and
ceilings from receiving too much moisture.
• Maintain: It is recommend to keep fan grill clean and also fan and motor assembly. Dust build up can not only reduce
the CFM produced but will eventually ware out motor parts and eventually cause fan to fail or become noisy.

5. Floor Condition
Materials: Ceramic or percaline tile is noted.
Observations:
• Maintain: caulking at flooring to tub or shower connections help prevent water intrusion at wet areas. These areas are
observed and only tested for moisture when staining is apparent. When repainted or repaired testing may or may not
be performed, we cannot see through walls.

6. Mirrors
Observations:
• Wall mirrors appear to be secure and in good condition.

7. Showers
Observations:
• Shower pan tested and observed.
• Disclaimer: Shower pan testing when performed may or may not show leaks or issues with regard t the integrity of the
shower pan material used, which typically is not identifiable. If shower has not been used for a period of time it most
likely will not test properly due to less saturation if used daily.

Shower pan tested and observed.

8. Shower Walls
Observations:
• Ceramic or porcelain tile noted.
• Recommend to maintain caulking around shower area. Caulking is temporary and needs monitored.
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9. Shower Door Condition
Materials: Framed shower door with clear glass.
Observations:
• Shower door shows no apparent leaking. Caulking is temporary and will need to be monitored for potential leaks. We
recommend you remove old caulking and replace with new caulking when it has run its life.
• Disclaimer: Shower door testing is some what limited due to no deflections are located inside shower to determine
water hitting the doors and sealed at different connectors, it is always recommended to observe the floors after
showering to determine the seals or joints and connectors are not leaking.

10. Sinks
Observations:
• The drop in or undermount sink is in good condition. We recommend cleaning out existing caulking every 5 years and
reapplying the appropriate caulk to continue to seal the joint between the granite and the sink. Buy an approved caulk
material and follow manufacturer instructions.
Under mounts are pressure checked and reviewed they also have a weight limit.

11. Toilets
Observations:
• Operated when tested. Appeared functional, at time of inspection - except as noted.
• Toilet loose at floor connection.

Toilet loose at floor connection.

Bath 2
1. Locations
Locations: Guest Bath 2nd floor front right

2. Cabinets
Observations:
• FYI: Appeared functional and in satisfactory condition, at time of inspection.

3. Counters
Observations:
• Cultured marble counter tops were noted and in good condition with integral sink(s).
Maintenance: This is a non porous surface and very resistant to staining. Clean regular with non abrasive type cleaning
solution like vinegar and water. These tops may be polished or rebuffed with a specific gel formula, preferably by a
professional. Use only products that are specific to cultured marble material.
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4. Exhaust Fan
Observations:
• Note: The bath fan(s) were tested and operated.
• Recommend to use bath fan when using hot water sources. This will eliminate the humidity levels and keep walls and
ceilings from receiving too much moisture.
• Maintain: It is recommend to keep fan grill clean and also fan and motor assembly. Dust build up can not only reduce
the CFM produced but will eventually ware out motor parts and eventually cause fan to fail or become noisy.

5. Floor Condition
Materials: Ceramic or percaline tile is noted.
Observations:
• Maintain: caulking at flooring to tub or shower connections help prevent water intrusion at wet areas. These areas are
observed and only tested for moisture when staining is apparent. When repainted or repaired testing may or may not
be performed, we cannot see through walls.

6. Mirrors
Observations:
• Wall mirrors appear to be secure and in good condition.

7. Enclosure
Observations:
• Note: Fiberglass or acrylic shower and tub units installed. Refer to manufacturers instructions on maintenance and
proper cleaning. Non abrasive cleaning products are advised.

8. Toilets
Observations:
• Observed as functional and in good visual condition.

Bath 3
1. Locations
Locations: Guest bathroom 2nd floor right side rear
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2. Cabinets
Observations:
• FYI: Appeared functional and in satisfactory condition, at time of inspection.

3. Counters
Observations:
• Cultured marble counter tops were noted and in good condition with integral sink(s).
Maintenance: This is a non porous surface and very resistant to staining. Clean regular with non abrasive type cleaning
solution like vinegar and water. These tops may be polished or rebuffed with a specific gel formula, preferably by a
professional. Use only products that are specific to cultured marble material.

4. Exhaust Fan
Observations:
• Note: The bath fan(s) were tested and operated.
• Recommend to use bath fan when using hot water sources. This will eliminate the humidity levels and keep walls and
ceilings from receiving too much moisture.
• Note: Bath fan was operational. Could not determine in attic whether it was vented to the exterior or just to the attic
space above. Bath fans are needed to help control the moisture and humidity levels inside the bath when showering or
using other hot water items that create humidity.

5. Floor Condition
Materials: Ceramic or percaline tile is noted.
Observations:
• Maintain: caulking at flooring to tub or shower connections help prevent water intrusion at wet areas. These areas are
observed and only tested for moisture when staining is apparent. When repainted or repaired testing may or may not
be performed, we cannot see through walls.

6. Mirrors
Observations:
• Wall mirrors appear to be secure and in good condition.

7. Enclosure
Observations:
• Note: Fiberglass or acrylic shower and tub units installed. Refer to manufacturers instructions on maintenance and
proper cleaning. Non abrasive cleaning products are advised.

8. Toilets
Observations:
• Observed as functional and in good visual condition.

Pool
1. Pool Inspection
Observations:
• Pool inspection not requested

2. Water feature condition
Materials: Whirlpool type spa noted
Observations:
• Spa was not observed.
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Spa and blower were not operated at time of inspection.

3. Structure Condition
Type: Below ground • Note: This is vinyl lined pool.
Materials: Vinyl
Observations:
• With Vinyl pools it is important to monitor coping and vinyl material where it is attached, if it should come loose repair
immediately to reduce tears or further separation.
• Vinyl pool liners on average last from 7-12 years. Some expire earlier and others have made it to 2o years with proper
care of pool water and winterizing.

4. Deck Condition
Materials: Note: Concrete Pool deck noted potentially had been stained previously.
Observations:
• Deck appears to be sloping properly away from pool.
• Noted typical cracking at masonry joints and connections from expansion and contraction. Monitor.

expansion cracks noted, monitor

5. Pool Handrail condition
Materials: Stainless steel or coated pool grab rail noted.

6. Water Condition
Observations:
• clear
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7. GFCI
Observations:
• GFCI tested and functioned properly.

Tested for pool lights and operated

8. Filter
Observations:
• Sand filter noted.
• FYI: The Multi port valve at the top of the filter operated properly at time of inspection. The gaskets for these ports
should be monitored and replaced as needed. You should not operate this device while systems are actuated.
• Sand filters typically need sand replaced every 4-6 years. Please enquire about last time this was performed.
• An automatic chlorination or saline injector was noted and operating.

Chlorine generator, retrieve instructions

9. Pressure Gauge
Observations:
• Present on filter housing.

10. Pumps
Observations:
• operated properly at time of inspection.
• Clean rust off housing and prime.

Rusted and aged monitor.
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11. Timer
Observations:
• present
• No freeze protection noted.

No freeze protection devices noted

Re inspection
1. Re inspection condition
Observations: Highly Recommended to re inspect when all items have been completed by contractor(s) for final review.
This will help confirm the requested repair list of items have been adequately completed.
Fee for this service based based on structure, repair request list and travel time.
All work should be professionally repaired by licensed, insured and bonded contractors.
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Glossary

Glossary
Term

Definition

CU
GFCI

Copper (wiring)
A special device that is intended for the protection of personnel
by de-energizing a circuit, capable of opening the circuit when
even a small amount of current is flowing through the grounding
system.
Polyvinyl chloride, which is used in the manufacture of white
plastic pipe typically used for water supply lines.
The thermostat in a water heater shuts off the heating source
when the set temperature is reached. If the thermostat fails, the
water heater could have a continuous rise in temperature and
pressure (from expansion of the water). The temperature and
pressure could continue to rise until the pressure exceeds the
pressure capacity of the tank (300 psi). If this should happen, the
super-heated water would boil and expand with explosive force,
and the tank would burst. The super-heated water turns to steam
and turns the water heater into an unguided missile. To prevent
these catastrophic failures, water heaters are required to be
protected for both excess temperature and pressure. Usually, the
means of protection is a combination temperature- and pressurerelief valve (variously abbreviated as T&P, TPV, TPR, etc.). Most
of these devices are set to operate at a water temperature above
200° F and/or a pressure above 150 psi. Do not attempt to test
the TPR valve yourself! Most water heating systems should be
serviced once a year as a part of an annual preventive
maintenance inspection by a professional heating and cooling
contractor. From Plumbing: Water Heater TPR Valves

PVC
TPR Valve
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Report Summary

Report Summary
The summary below consists of potentially significant findings. These findings can be a safety
hazard, a deficiency requiring a major expense to correct or items I would like to draw extra attention
to. The summary is not a complete listing of all the findings in the report, and reflects the opinion of
the inspector. Please review all pages of the report as the summary alone does not explain all of the
issues. All repairs should be done by a licensed & bonded tradesman or qualified professional. I
recommend obtaining a copy of all receipts, warranties and permits for the work done.
On this page you will find, in RED, a brief summary of any CRITICAL concerns of the inspection, as
they relate to Safety and Function. Examples would be bare electrical wires, or active drain leaks.
The complete list of items noted is found throughout the body of the report, including Normal
Maintenance items. Be sure to read your entire report!
For your safety and liability, we recommend that you hire only licensed contractors when having any
work done. If the living area has been remodeled or part of an addition, we recommend that you
verify the permit and certificate of occupancy. This is important because our inspection does not
tacitly approve, endorse, or guarantee the integrity of any work that was done without a permit, and
latent defects could exist.
Depending upon your needs and those who will be on this property, items listed in the body of the
report may also be a concern for you; be sure to read your Inspection Report in its entirety.
Note: If there are no comments in RED below, there were no CRITICAL system or safety concerns
with this property at the time of inspection.
Grounds
Page 3 Item: 1

Grading/Drainage

Page 4 Item: 3

Vegetation
Observations

• Grade appears to be sloping toward the structure negatively, repair at left
of front porch, confirm drain pipe is positively sloped for drainage.
• Trim trees and scrubs that are in contact or close proximity to homes roof
or exterior walls, as branches may abrade roofing or exterior and only will
add to moisture levels to exterior fenestrations and or under home
blocking static ventilation.
-An 18 inch walkway around entire perimeter is recommended.

Page 4 Item: 5

Wood type deck
conditions

• Lag bolts at ledger board not visible or accessible under main deck area.
• Repair decking materials where buckled or lifted and set all nails.

Repair decking materials where nails are lifted and boards are cupped at right rear deck

Page 5 Item: 6
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Wood deck handrail
conditions

• Spindles or pickets spacing exceeds the 3 3/4 inch spacing which is
considered safe by today’s child safety standards at right rear deck
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Spindles or pickets spacing exceeds the 3 3/4 inch spacing which is considered safe by today’s child safety standards and current code, deck should
have been permitted and reviewed.

Page 6 Item: 11

Out building Condition • Review all pictures attached for any significant issus in this area.
• Always recommend to clean flues or chases.

Recommend to clean fireplace chases prior to use.

Foundation
Page 7 Item: 2

Termite, insect and
rodent treatment

Page 8 Item: 3

Crawl space
floor/Moisture

• IMPROTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS: Request copy of active Bond or
termite information or have home inspected by a licensed termite inspector
and provide CL 100 as needed. If bonded maintain bond yearly there is
usually a fee involved. Anniversary date is typically the date the spray was
applied it is up to YOU the buyer to renew.
• Due to higher than normal moisture levels in floor joists for time of year
add a Vapor barrier on bare earth was present but not completely covering
all bare earth at time of inspection, properly repair to help control moisture
levels in crawlspace during summertime or rainy seasons along with some
ventilation strategies listed under foundation venting in this report.
OR
Encapsulation may be warranted but the drainage issue still needs
addressed at rear.
Install practices:
"Repair the 6 mil or better poly barrier installed over lapping by 6 inches
and staked or taped to prevent movement. This vapor barrier should
extend up each interior column by 12 inches and taped then turned up
exterior walls by 6 inches."
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HIgh humidity noted in crawl, lack of static
ventilation.

Higher than normal moisture issues noted.

Due to higher than normal moisture levels in floor
joists for time of year add a Vapor barrier on bare
earth was present but not completely covering all
bare earth at time of inspection, properly repair
to help control moisture levels in crawlspace
during summertime or rainy seasons. Install
practices: "Repair the 6 mil or better poly barrier
installed over lapping by 6 inches and staked or
taped to prevent movement. This vapor barrier
should extend up each interior column by 12
inches and taped then turned up exterior walls by
6 inches."

Insulation condensating under living area, review static ventilation strategy, consider encapsulation by a professional.

Page 8 Item: 4

Drainage

Noted high water marks on wall areas from
potential poor drainage.

Page 9 Item: 5

Buddy DeLozier

Walls

• Noted high water marks on wall areas from poor drainage, noted heavy
moisture at rear of building in crawlspace on wood and insulation.
• Add drain area inside of crawl prior to install of a secured vapor barrier.

Noted high water marks on wall areas from
potential poor drainage rear of home.

Noted high water marks on wall areas from
potential poor drainage under master, consider
drainage system.

• Penetrations were noted and should be sealed to prevent rodents, or
exterior drainage from entering crawlspace area, recommend to use
Hydraulic concrete or NP1. No Rodents were evident at time of inspection.
Review all wall opening and around pipes at both HVAC and plumbing
line entry or exit points.
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Seal at all penetrations through or open on foundation walls completely.

Page 9 Item: 6

Venting Condition

Seal at all penetrations through or open on foundation walls completely
right side at units.

• Review and repair: Static ventilation does not appear sufficient for the
area per one and two family CABO code standards. 144 Square inches
for every 100 square feet of area is the standard. This is referring to actual
opening area not vents rough size installed.
• Vent wells noted but need cleaned out and maintained. Add 3 to 6 inches
of gravel below openings left front side
• Vent wells need to be added at vents closer than 3-6 inches of gravel
below opening of bottom of vent left side

Vent wells noted but need cleaned out and maintained. Add 3 to 6 inches
of gravel below openings front left

Page 10 Item: 7

Framing

• Heavy moisture noted on girder under family room at dead air space and
area where water may stand longer than is should, resolve moisture issue
in crawl space and retest.

Fungi noted on framing materials of sub flooring. This appears to be active
due to current moisture levels in the framing materials, it is recommended
to reduce the moisture levels and clean properly as needed and monitor.
Bora Care is recommended to help remediate all affected joists and rim
boards. Monitor moisture levels with better drainage practices, using vapor
barrier and or better ventilation strategies.

Buddy DeLozier

Vent wells need to be added at vents closer than 3-6 inches of gravel
below opening of bottom of vent left side of home

GIrder under family area damp and extremely high moisture content
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Insulation

• Insulation was noted missing or down and needs replaced in some areas
of crawl and should be repaired to original system design and for
improved energy efficiency. Remember insulation not making conduction
with subfloor is not effective insulation.

Repair insulation no conduction in areas. Review installation instructions
provided by manufacturer and follow proper pinning or securing
instructions of insulation to prevent insulation from falling out of openings.
Insulation that is not making contact between batt and subfloor is not doing
it job. This may be adding to the moisture issues as well and by allowing
the humid air to lay between flooring substrate and batting material of
insulation.

Insulation missing or fallen in areas of crawl space, repair.

Exterior Areas
Page 11 Item: 1
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Doors

• Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at most metal doors are front
and rear. Clean out old sealant and professionally repair.
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Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
master bedroom doors

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
master bedroom doors

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
family room doors

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at foyer
metal doors

Adjust door or latch foyer door difficult to latch
and use deadbolt.

Reseal around door to brick and or trims where
separated at right rear bedroom

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
breakfast doors

Repair needed at rot on jamb, door or sill at
master.

Noted damp sheathing under foyer dbl metal
doors, repair or seal at sill and or properly flash

Page 12 Item: 2

Window Condition

• Repair windows hardware not operating properly 2nd floor bedroom front

Repair windows hardware at 2nd floor front right bedroom.

Page 12 Item: 3
Page 13 Item: 4
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Siding/Trim Condition
Eaves & Facia

• Seal and or Paint as needed at exposed wood on cupola
• Noted Mud wasp or hornet nest(s) attached to soffit area and needs
removed near: Around exterior especially at front
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Noted Mud wasp or hornet nest(s) attached to soffit area and needs removed near: Around exterior.

Page 14 Item: 7

Brick

• Repoint or seal at separation of brick veneer separation to help prevent
further water intrusion and monitor, review footings below for stability and
repair as needed, this may keep brick from continuing to separate. See
pictures for location(s) that need repaired mostly at added screen porch
area..
If further investigation is warranted we recommend an engineer to review,
however suggest this should be a one time repair if performed
appropriately.

Repoint or seal at separation of brick veneer separation to help prevent further water intrusion and monitor, review footings below for stability and
repair as needed, this may keep brick from continuing to separate. See pictures for location(s) that need repaired. If further investigation is warranted
we recommend an engineer to review, however suggest this should be a one time repair if performed appropriately at added screen porch area and
house

Page 14 Item: 9

Stone condition

• Repair or replace missing stone at wall above garage detached area,
confirm flashing is properly sealed from weather or moisture

Noted missing stone, confirm flashing is properly sealed at mud bed.

Attic/Ceiling
Page 16 Item: 3

Attic Plumbing/Radon

• FYI: No radon mitigation piping or passive venting was observed or
identified at properly on site. This does not mean it is not there it just was
not observed, Identify and mark.
• Radon testing in progress, waiting 48 hours for results and reporting.

Roof Condition

• Recommend: It would be good information to understand the true age of
the materials on the roof and any warranty info if it exist.

Roof
Page 18 Item: 1
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Page 18 Item: 2

Flashing

• Seal any and all exposed nail heads at all flashing materials. Mostly at
brick counter flash at gables front and rear.

Seal any and all exposed nail heads at all flashing materials.

Page 19 Item: 6

Condition of Gutters & • Gutters sagging, or may be sloping incorrectly; raise , or resecure as
Down Spouts
needed around perimeter at rear
• Could not locate all end points on gutter extensions. Review and repair or
provide asbuilt as needed for future maintenance.

Gutters sagging, or may be sloping incorrectly; raise , or resecure as
needed around perimeter, especially at rear near breakfast room..

Several gutter lead terminations could not be located. It is important to
understand there drainage areas for preventative purposes. Recommend
these are located.

Garage/warehouse
Page 21 Item: 9

Garage Opener Status • Garage door remotes were not tested
• Bulb(s) out on operator(s).

Garage door remotes were not tested

Bulb(s) out on operator(s).

Electrical
Page 22 Item: 1
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Meter base condition

• No bond wire for gas lines.
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Keep or expose ground rod and clamp exposed to monitor maintain in future. Safety issue with regard to proper grounding and bonding techniques.

Page 24 Item: 7
Page 25 Item: 8

Switch condition
GFCI Condition

Missing weather tight cover at pool area

• Could not locate termination of switch kitchen
• Missing weather tight cover at pool area and rear picnic area proper
weather tight covers are missing.
• Too many GFCIs located on one branch, consider removing unnecessary
devices picnic areas
• Confirm 220 outlet in kitchen is GFCI controlled

GFCI did not not operate or actuate when tested
at covered fireplace area

Too many GFCIs located on one branch,
consider removing unnecessary devices rear
covered area.

NOted 220 outlet at kitchen, did not appear to be GFCi protected.

Page 25 Item: 9
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Condition Of Light
fixtures & Ceiling fans

• Repair or replace bulbs or fixtures where not operating at foyer stair well
light
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Repair fixture does not appear to be rated for outdoor use.

Page 25 Item: 10

Smoke/CO Detectors

Page 26 Item: 12

Structure wire
condition

Repair or replace bulbs or fixtures where not operating at foyer, consider
LED for longer life

• No permanent or operating Co detectors noted in home, South Carolina
recommends to add when a presence of gas appliance area noted.
• Recommend to enquire about structured wire condition with the current
owners or contractor for service and maintenance and as to the actual
layout.

Recommend to enquire about structured wire condition with the current owners or contractor for service and maintenance and as to the actual layout.

Heat/AC
Page 27 Item: 1

AC Condenser
Condition

• Rust noted at fan housing, this needs cleaned and primed to help prevent
further deterioration and potential failure or fan dropping out due to rust.
• Unit(s) Coils and fins appear very dirty and need fins combed and
professionally cleaned.

Rust noted at fan housing, this needs cleaned and primed to help prevent
further deterioration and potential failure or fan dropping out due to rust.

Page 31 Item: 3
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Furnace Condition

Unit(s) Coils and fins appear very dirty and need fins combed and
professionally cleaned.

• Rust noted inside heat exchanger box or at burners, repair any potential
damaged condensate lines and properly clean or poor slope on
combustion chamber and or drainage lines at main area unit
• Missing rodent screen at fresh air intake on cabinet. Both units in crawl
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Add rodent screen at furnace cabinet fresh air
intake.

Page 32 Item: 4

Missing rodent cage at furnace cabinet main unit

Venting

• Add rodent screen at vent exit point if allowable by manufacturer.
• Keep "B" venting 2 inches from combustibles at attic vent

Add rodent screen at vent exit point if allowable by manufacturer.

Page 32 Item: 6

Keep "B" venting 2 inches from combustibles.

Condition Condensate • Repair condensate ports at main unit they appear rusting and poorly
Process
managed.

Secondary line noted to be located at right soffit for 2nd floor system

Page 33 Item: 7

Noted rust in cabinet main unit, check at hose
connections and make repairs or replace.

Gas valves and lines

Clean and review condensation ports at main unit, rusty

• Secure lines for safety in attic

Secure lines for safety at 2nd floor unit.

Plumbing
Buddy DeLozier
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Page 38 Item: 8
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Main Water supply
condition
Exterior Faucet
Condition

• Could not locate water source, suggest to retrieve location for proper
service.
• No Backflow present on exterior hose bibbs or may be located elsewhere
on site.
• 603.4.7 Potable water outlets with hose attachments, other than water
heater drains, boiler drains, and clothes washer connections, shall be
protected by a nonremovable hose-bibbtype backflow preventer, a
nonremovable hose bibb-type vacuum breaker, or by an atmospheric
vacuum breaker installed at least six (6) inches above the highest point of
usage located on the discharge side of the last valve. In climates where
freezing temperatures occur, a listed self-draining frost-proof hose bibb
with an integral backflow preventer or vacuum breaker shall be used

No Backflow present on exterior hose bibbs or may be located elsewhere on site.

Kitchen
Page 41 Item: 3

Sinks

Page 42 Item: 8

Dishwasher

• Highly Recommended to Add supports for under mount sink as
precaution for sink dropping out. Currently being held only by epoxy or
clips.
• Noted lo be potentially leaking while operating, repair.

Tested and operated at time of inspection, potential leak under dishwasher
needs reviewed and repaired.

Page 42 Item: 9

Plumbing

• Leak noted under sink cabinet and at floor may be dishwasher or other,
discover leak and repair.

Noted leak near or under dishwasher area, repair plumbing line appears
active
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Noted leak near or under dishwasher area, repair
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Vent Condition

• Clean or replace filter or grease trap.
• Missing light cover at vent hood should be heat resistant, properly
replace and or repair.

The bulb used for light at vent hood is not a typical heat resistive bulb,
properly replace and or repair.

Page 44 Item: 14

Clean or replace filter or grease trap.

Refrigerator

• Replace water purifier as needed.

Dryer Vent

• Clean dryer vent from any lint.

Laundry
Page 46 Item: 9

Clean dryer vent from any lint.

Interior Areas
Page 47 Item: 5

Doors

• Door(s) needs adjusted or aligned better at 2nd floor front bedroom
closet

Door(s) needs adjusted or aligned better at

Page 48 Item: 6
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Stairs & Handrail

2nd floor front bedroom closet

• Handrail, grab rail or post(s) is loose and should be tightened. Typically
these should support a 200 pound per foot load for obvious safety reasons
at starter knoll posts
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Handrail, grab rail or post(s) is loose and should be tightened. Typically these should support a 200 pound per foot load for obvious safety reasons.

Page 49 Item: 10

Fireplace

• It is always Recommend and prudent prior to use have your chimney
swept and checked for proper flow and function.

It is always Recommend and prudent prior to use have your chimney swept and checked for proper flow and function.

Page 49 Item: 11

Floor Condition

Cupping noted at breakfast wood floor repair as
needed, correct gutter slope and sag.

• Repair damaged flooring at breakfast area and loose shoe. • Repair
carpet where pulled at bonus area.

Repair loose shoe at breakfast room

NOted some carpet is pulled or unraveled 2nd
floor bonus

Powder room
Page 50 Item: 7

Toilets

• Toilet loose at floor connection.

Toilet loose at floor connection.
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Master Bath
Page 52 Item: 10

Bath Tubs

• No Access noted for hydro massager motor.
• GFCI for hydro massager missing or located at access, could not
confirm, locate and test

Confirm access location for motor and test GFCI

Page 53 Item: 13

Toilets

• Toilet loose at floor connection.

Toilet loose at floor connection.

Bath 1
Page 55 Item: 11

Toilets

• Toilet loose at floor connection.

Toilet loose at floor connection.

Pool
Page 59 Item: 10

Pumps

• Clean rust off housing and prime.

Re inspection
Page 60 Item: 1

Re inspection condition • Highly Recommended to re inspect when all items have been completed
by contractor(s) for final review. This will help confirm the requested repair
list of items have been adequately completed.
Fee for this service based based on structure, repair request list and travel
time.
All work should be professionally repaired by licensed, insured and
bonded contractors.
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